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blatant bullies while on top, craven and whining defeatists when the
tables are turned, The strain in Germany in matters of food and raw
materials must be steadily increasing. Once the Army fails to show
continued victories, whether in Russia or elsewhere, the dissolution
will rapidly progress* Morale will go to pieces and the end will then
' be in sight. The casualty lists from the Russian campaign will have
their due effect, and the time will come, perhaps very soon, when
Goebbels' propaganda lies will no longer serve to bolster morale and
moral disintegration will be rapid. When Churchill recently said
that victory may come sooner than expected, an unusually optimistic
statement from him because he has always painted the darker side
of the picture, I dare say that he had the foregoing situation in mind
and that he may very likely possess evidence of the impending crack
in the German Army or people.
Once Germany is out of the picture, Italy will of course immedi-
ately have to follow suit. That will leave Japan with the prospect of
facing alone the combined sea and air forces of the United States
and Greaf Britain, with the probable addition of Soviet Russia. If
Soviet Russia should then come in—and it is difficult to see how ishe
could afford to pass up the opportunity to acquire lost territory and
to render herself permanently invulnerable against Japan—the
problem would be immensely simplified, because, with the allied sea
and air forces based on Vladivostok, Japan proper could be rapidly
blockaded, her cities bombed, her shipping destroyed, and her life-
lines and contacts with her outlying forces completely severed. Occu-
pation of Japan might even eventually be feasible.
But even if Soviet Russia should remain neutral and should await
the final Anglo-American victory before settling her own problems
with Japan, there could be no doubt that the combined American
and British fleets, totally freed from the Atlantic, would be able to
reoccupy at least some of the bases within striking distance of Japan,
whence their submarines and planes could intercept shipping and
still blockade the islands.
Indeed, with Germany out of the picture, the Japanese Govern-
ment could hardly fail to perceive the inevitable outcome, and with
a view to saving her cities and avoiding the total destruction of her
merchant marine, if only by gradual attrition, her capitulation
might well take place after the downfall of the Axis. But we shall
have to guard against a premature peace.
To return to Europe, the moment the crack in Germany begins
to appear I shall expect a general rising among the people of the
occupied countries, including'the French. Turkey may well come
into the war at that time, while Rumania is more than likely to
desert the Axis and attack Hungary for the purpose of acquiring
Transylvania. Italy, too, would fade rapidly from the scene.
All this is, of course, painting the future picture in its brightest
colours, but the hypothesis does not seem to me to be too far-fetched.
And even if the end should not come so - quickly as we might hope*

